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Overseeing your company’s Security Awareness efforts is a significant responsibility that’s not without
its challenges. We’re pleased to provide the following insights to help make the job a little easier.

Sign Up for the Next Benchmarking Campaign

Let’s Play a Game

Want to know how your company stacks up when it comes

Cybercrime doesn’t pay but employees can learn from it by

to security awareness? Participate in our upcoming benchmarking

playing our Click Thinking games, ‘Who’s In?’ and ‘It’s Here, It’s

campaign that launches in October. It’s free to all Barracuda

There, It’s Ransomware’. These choose-your-own-adventure

PhishLine clients. To sign up, contact support or your consultant.

styled games let players assume the role of a cybercriminal and

Evolving Content for a World Market

create their own pathways to success—or failure. With dozens of
different scenarios for each game, there’s always a reason to play

To meet the growing demand for training in markets across the

again. If you’re looking for innovative ways to keep employees

globe, we offer a variety of modules in multiple languages.

engaged, these games are just what you’re looking for.

Support can provide you with the growing list of available topics.
In addition, the Barracuda PhishLine content center includes
dozens of translated phishing emails and landing pages to
support worldwide training. Soon, additional content that has
been vetted and reviewed for authenticity by individuals in market
will be added to the collection.
It’s all part of a larger initiative to match content with the needs
of a diverse and growing clientele. Watch for updates as we
continue this important initiative.

Small Changes—Better Experience

To access Click Thinking content

If you’ve visited your instance lately, you may have noticed some

Log into the PhishLine tool, click the icon (above)
near the top left side of the dashboard to gain
access to the complete content collection.

updates, like a streamlined log-in page and more analytics around
email usage. We hope these enhancements help you make the
most of your training efforts. More improvements are on the way.
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